### Notes:

A. Connector is "WeatherPack 2-pin assembly"

B. Twisted pairs have approximately one twist per inch.

### Title

BATTERY HARNESS

### Project

IRIS/PASSCAL Polar Program

### Item	Manufacturer	Part Number	Description	QTY
---
5	???	???	6" 14 AWG, SXL Polar Cable	1
4	???	???	9" 14 AWG, SXL Polar Cable	1
3	White Products	12015792	WPT 2 Assembly	1
2	White Products	12010973	WPS 2 Assembly	8
1	HydraLink	NSPA-HLB.18-10	Connects 4-cable assemblies 13 15 AWG, with Kynar 18

### UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES**

TOLERANCES:

- ANGLES: ± 1°
- 4 PLACES DECIMALS (XXX.XX)
- 3 PLACES DECIMALS (XXX.XX)
- 2 PLACES DECIMALS (XXX)
- 1 PLACE DECIMALS (XXX)
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